Drive Warehouse slab

Project at a glance
PROJECT : Rainbow Drive Warehouse
OWNER : Hoop Reality
CONTRACTOR : Ellis Don Construction
ENGINEERS : Dorlan Consulting
Stantec Consulting
FINISHER : Slavko Concrete Finishing
COMPLETION : December 2009
LOCATION : Ottawa, Ontario
VALUE-ADDED PRODUCT : Extensia
VOLUME : 1690 m

World record for largest single
day Extensia pour!
The Lafarge Ready Mix team has been working extremely hard with Ellis
Don Construction on the completion of a 122,000 square foot facility
using Extensia concrete for the slab-on-grade, multi-use warehouse
located at 1155 Rainbow Drive in Ottawa, Ontario. The new building’s
orginal specification called for a 7-inch thick slab with steel fibres, but
the National Capital Region team was able to promote the benefits of
the Extensia product as an innovative floor system alternative.
The low shrinkage performance, high abrasion resistance, and reduced
placing and finishing time, all motivated Ellis Don Construction to use
Extensia. This translated into a new floor that could be in place sooner
and under budget, with the cost savings total coming to an impressive
value of approximately $50, 000 dollars.

The Extensia team

liminated the use of steel

The magnitude of the job required that all trades follow a
strict schedule set out by Ellis Don Construction in order
for the project to be completed successfully and on time.
“Preparations began the night before and personnel were
on site before 5 a.m. to ready the site,” explained Paul
Walkington, Stantec Engineering’s lead slab-on-grade expert
and LEED AP. “Every delivery truck was checked before
leaving the Lafarge plant and again at the site. Our inspectors
then worked collaboratively with the Quality Control
technicians from Lafarge to ensure a smooth, consistent
delivery of the product, which performed very well from
placement to the polished finish achieved by Slavko
Concrete Floor Finishing.”

The Extensia solution
Converting the floor from conventional concrete to the Extensia
flooring system which :

•
•
•
compressive strengths over 67 MPa

•

Rapid curing allowed trades to resume working on the

•

Reduced slab thickness and saw cutting

Extensia provided high value to the warehouse through its
very impressed with the Lafarge team's service, and extrmemely
The Lafarge team also left a lasting impression with Slavko
Concrete Finishing, who was very happy with both the quality
and workability of the Extensia concrete.
Ellis Don was able to realize cost savings in the construction
of the warehouse.
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